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Research Question
How do clinicians perceive communicating
with team members about patients in states
of disordered consciousness (DoC)?

Background

Analysis
• Thematic and Comparative methods [6]
• Line by line open coding
• Examples of codes: ‘collaborating with staff’,
‘creating rapport’, ‘discrepancy in interpretation’,
‘refusing admission’, ‘family tells clinician things’

• Unable to verbally communicate needs

• Open codes developed into axial codes (i.e.
categories) that share a characteristic, pattern,
feeling

• Uncertainty about prognosis

• Axial codes explicitly describes the open codes

• Patients with DoC following TBI present unique
challenges for clinicians

• Limited indicators of meaningful change [1]
• Families of patient’s with DoC perceive patient to be
more conscious than the clinicians [2]
• Communication and collaboration that include the
caregiver perspective is central to providing personcentered care (PCC) [3]

Study Design
• Qualitative, exploratory design
• Narrative interviewing methodology [4]

Methods
• 11 rehabilitation clinicians working in post-acute
rehabilitation settings with experience treating
adults with DOC following severe TBI.
• Participants include: Occupational, Physical,
Speech, & Recreational Therapists, Nursing,
Psychology, Physicians, & Case Managers.
• Thematic analysis is iterative, ongoing coding
develops and adjusts the themes (NVivo 11 Plus)
- Cases of disagreement: team members discuss
and re-code until consensus is reached.

• Examples of axial codes: ‘Interpretations of
Patient Responses’, ‘Patient becomes more
aware’, ‘Factors Influencing the Patient’s
Recovery’, ‘Communication between multidisciplinary team members’, ‘Challenging
Conversations with Family’.
• Axial codes help generate a theme.

Discussion

Theme: Uncertainty exists when describing patients’ behaviors and recovery process
during communication with team members
Rehabilitation clinicians and families express
frustration with not knowing what health
insurance will cover which impacts decisionmaking.
Clinicians describe the challenge of capturing
change to meet the needs of the medical model.
Uncertainty arises with discharge planning and
selecting the next level of care.

“[The families know] in
Clinicians discuss specific clinical programs
focused on disorders of consciousness that are
available at their facility.

• Themes are abstractions that capture codes into a
meaningful whole.
• Examples of themes: ‘clinical reasoning in the
midst of uncertainty’, ‘clinical decision making
as a trial and error process’, and ‘lack of clarity
with clinical assessments’.
• Uncertainty exists when describing patients’
behaviors and recovery process during
communication with team members
Uncertainty as a Key Feature of this Clinical Work
• The theme of uncertainty was recurrent in the
interview data:

Clinicians express how wide variations in
training for this population influence care and
are uncertain about other clinician’s
interpretations of behaviors.

Clinicians describe that they expect
inconsistency but look for the patient show
consistency. Clinicians try interventions with the
patient to see what works.

• Describing patients’ behaviors
• Reporting patient recovery process
• Communicating with team members &
insurance organizations

Clinicians perceive the need to work with the
family. The family knows about the patients
interest, but clinicians are cautious when
discussing patient behaviors.

• Planning for discharge
• Supporting families

Conceptual Framework
• Systems perspective [3, 5]
• Thematic & constant comparative data tools to
organize and analyze the data. [4, 6, 7]

• Uncertainty encompasses the everyday experience
of these rehabilitation clinicians
• Influences how a clinicians works with this
population to deliver healthcare services
• We use a systems approach to capture this theme
due to its ubiquitous nature.

“These patients tend to have
lots of frustrating roadblocks
and we didn’t know how long
his coverage would last….there
were just a lot of frustrating
dynamics there in terms of not
being able to get straight
answers to create a easy plan
for the family…”

Clinicians perceive the patient’s behaviors with
uncertainty. Clinicians express how they talk to
the patient as if they understand what is being
said.

our program, they are there for
a limited amount of time. …if
you don’t make change then
you are not going to continue
here.”
“[Clinicians at another facility]
said he was attempting to
verbalize in the previous notes
only when I went in he had that
mouth movement that to an
untrained eye I think would be
misconstrued...”
“maybe something is just
off today. Fluctuation is
“Um, yep, so I took the basketball the
and Inorm. We don’t
tossed it in
expect consistent
his lap and like nothing happened and performance”
it kind
of rolled a
way to his
wife and so I sat behind him and I was working
“[This
family was]
with him on the mat and tossed the
ball again
into his lap and like one arm kind of started
to
unrealistic.
They were
kind of jolt over and then the ball rolled
off
his
lap
like ‘nope he’s coming
so then his wife tossed the ball again to his lap
home.
and like one kind of hand came and caught
theWe’re going to get
a at
ceiling
ball a little bit. It was really inconsistent
first buttrack and he’s
then like it was funny to see how as he
going to be walking with
progressed out of the disorders of consciousness
us.’ That was the hardest
state, how, those initial responses became
more and more consistent and I thinkas
oneaofteam
the to address with
the family…”
things
that I find I tell family members a lot initially is that
um we’re looking for patterns that become
more able to verbally
“he wasn’t
consistent.

communicate. He would
acknowledge the presence of
other people…and would light
up when people came into the
room”

Theme of Uncertainty
• Fluctuation of behavior is common for this patient
population.
• Clinicians are uncertain about interpreting patient
behaviors; they express frustration with
communicating uncertainty to families and other
team members.
• Clinical assessments and their interpretations do
not provide clarity on prognosis or diagnosis
(~40% misdiagnosed) [8]
• The figure shows the multiple factors that can
influence clinician communication within this
healthcare delivery system

Future Directions
• New themes will emerge as more data are coded.
• Theme of uncertainty in health will facilitate future
clinical trainings on effective communication to
facilitate better patient outcomes
• Currently interviewing caregivers to understand their
perceptions of this issue (communication).
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